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Publisher's Note
Racing According to Plan

Dan Plan
It’s getting to be that time of year when there
will no longer be racing in this area of the country and
time for some book reading on weekends. In my
younger days I was never much of a book reader.
Now that I’m past the half-century mark, I’ve come to
enjoy off-season Winter evenings sitting in my basement with a good book. By good book, I mean a book
about racing.
I’ve gathered quite a collection of racing books in
the last several years from Lew Boyd and the great
people at Coastal 181 Publishing. My first meeting
with Lew was unique for me. About 15 years ago,
Lew was in Minnesota at the now shuttered Raceway
Park on assignment for Speedway Illustrated. I was
sitting in the bleachers with my then six-year-old son
and heard my name on the PA system, asking me to
report to the tower. My first reaction was “Now what
did I do wrong in the paper?” Turns out Lew had
picked up a copy of The Midwest Racing Connection
when he arrived at the track and wanted to introduce
himself.

Time for a good book
Since I first met Lew on this night at Raceway
Park, just about every racing book I’ve obtained has
come from his company. This year I was planning on
adding the new Father Dale Grubba book (67 –
Trickle and Reffner) to my collection at the end of the
season. A few weeks ago, without any prompting
from me, Lew sent an email to me asking I had a copy
yet, and if not, they would send one out to me. The
book has arrived, and I can’t thank Lew and everyone
at Coastal 181 enough for yet another book to my
collection. I’m not getting rich by having a racing
paper, but there are some really cool perks.
I have several other books written in the past by
Father Grubba, and I’m trying my best to wait until the
season is over and read the new book. I must confess,
I have thumbed through several times to check out
some of the pictures.
A huge thank you to Father Grubba for documenting these historic events of the 1972 and 1975
seasons where Dick Trickle and Tom Reffner each
captured record-setting 67 feature wins in one season.
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Super Fans
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Wayne and Dianne Warnest are not just race
fans, they’re super fans. Wayne and Dianne
don’t just limit themselves to just one type of
racing and visit local events at both asphalt and
dirt race tracks. At the 2019 Jerry Richert
Memorial race at Cedar Lake Speedway, they
contributed $100 to first place in the Traditional
feature. Brooke Tatnell, in his first attempt in a
non-winged sprint car, won the feature.

UMSS Champions
The Upper Midwest Sprintcar Series (UMSS) wrapped up their 2019 racing season with an appearance at the Punky Manor Challenge of Champions.
Champions for the 2019 season were Rob Caho Jr. (left photo – Traditional Sprint) and Gunner Cummings (right photo – Winged Sprint)
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Racing Nuggets

PJ "Jacklyn" Nuttleman
As the 2019 weekly race season is winding
down, I can’t help but think back to five years ago,
when my husband Toby was recuperating from
surgery to remove colorectal cancer. The overwhelming need I felt to wretch every time I had to help him
change his colostomy bag and clean the opening is still
raw in my mind. Those were some trying times—
emotionally and physically for both of us—yet we
weathered that storm and I’d even say we grew
stronger together because of it.
Oktoberfest Race Weekend was a highly
unusual one for us, back in 2014. I will never forget
Toby being relegated to wearing sweatpants the entire
weekend, due to that bag being tethered to his hip. Nor
will I soon forget him calling me in a bit of a panic,
because he had “sprung a leak” in the bag while
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C is for Cancer Championship Battle
crawling around underneath one of the race cars he
was working on that afternoon. With a fresh set of
sweatpants and quick clean-up and he was back at his
work, trying to be oblivious to his health challenge.
Fortunately for Toby, he was eventually able to
get his innards hooked back up successfully and not
have to use a colostomy bag for the rest of his life.
And he’s become a big advocate for others to get a
colonoscopy to make sure that cancer is caught early
so there’s a solid chance at survival.
Early this September, we had a total déjà vu
moment, when we heard about Steve Carlson having
cancer in his small intestine. That was a major blow to
Toby when he heard the news. I’m familiar with posttraumatic stress disorder, but I never thought I’d
witness it with my husband—yet; here he was getting
choked up and gripped by fear for his friend, who was
experiencing a very similar situation—five years later.
I don’t care who you are—when you hear
someone you know has cancer, it stops you in your
tracks.
Steve was very quiet about his situation. There
wasn’t much being said publicly about it, and we
agreed to keep it quiet as well, until he was ready to
share it with others. Toby went to visit Steve at the
hospital.
“I’m not going to lie,” he said. “Just being back
on that same floor gave me terrible flashbacks.”
But it meant a lot to him to be able to talk with
Steve and try to ease his mind about the ordeal he was
embarking upon, and show support for the fight.
Steve’s situation was not exactly like Toby’s. His
mass of cancer was located in his small intestine,
rather than the colon. And the procedure itself to
remove the cancer was WAY more invasive than that
which Toby endured. Steve was essentially opened
wide through his abdomen, much of his innards had to
be manipulated to get to the small intestine—of which

the surgeon removed several feet, before putting him
back together.
When I heard this account, I couldn’t help but
think of the human body model that we had in anatomy
class, where you could remove all of the organs and
see how they connected and went back together,
much like a puzzle. Of course, back in school—I never
gave any thought to a REAL person having to be
opened up and those organs shifted around and cut
upon during surgery.
We take so much for granted in life.
And while Steve didn’t have to have the colostomy bag, as Toby did—he was still incredibly sore, as
one could imagine having had his guts majorly shifted
around and splayed wide open for surgical intervention. He was told it would be about six weeks for the
recovery process.
Six weeks. It was only four weeks until
Oktoberfest Race Weekend.
For a competitor like Steve Carlson, this cast a
long shadow of uncertainty over the points battle for
the NASCAR Late Models. While the regular season
had wrapped up, the title won’t be settled until
Oktoberfest, and he holds a five point lead over Nick
Panitzke.
Toby told me after visiting with Steve that it
didn’t look good for him to be running at Fest. He was
in rough shape. It was one thing to be crawling around
under cars and working on them while healing after a
major surgery, as Toby had done five years earlier.
But to strap tightly into a car—with a six-point harness
pulling on your abdomen—and drive competitively
would be another situation all together. He wasn’t
feeling confident that Steve would be able to run at
Oktoberfest.

Racing Nuggets continued on page 7
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Racing Nuggets from page 6

“Steve and I aren’t spring chickens anymore,” he
said. It could very well take longer to heal. The
realization that you’re getting older sucks.
As is often the case in the racing community,
stories don’t stay quiet very long. Toby and I were
over in Jefferson for the Sheep & Wool Show with his
grandchildren that first weekend in September. His
phone rang and he didn’t answer it, as he didn’t
recognize the number—and well, his granddaughter
was in the show ring at the time with one of her
sheep.
Side Note: His granddaughter took first place
with her Fall Southdown Ram and would go on to be in
the Championship Drive, where she took the Grand
Champion for the Southdown Rams. These
Nuttleman’s are competitive, even if there isn’t an
engine attached to what it is that they’re working with!
Turns out after he listened to the message, it was
Nick Panitzke.
Nick wanted to find out how bad things were for
Steve. Nobody likes to hear that anyone has cancer—
direct competitor or not.
“If Steve can’t run at Fest, then I’m not going to
run either,” Nick told Toby. He went on to say that
Steve is someone he’s admired for years as a racer
for his ability to be so competitive for so long. He
didn’t want Steve to feel like he had to get back into
the race car before he was physically ready after such
a major surgery.
It was at this point, Toby wasn’t sure how to
respond. There was a beat of silence, before he finally
told Nick that he didn’t have to do that. He was sure
that Steve wouldn’t want him to do that.
Nick assured him that he didn’t want to win a
championship in the reverse—with Steve not even on
the track to give him a run for his money. However,
Nick added, “but if he decides to race—we’re gonna
race!”
Toby decided to keep this bit of information to
himself. He didn’t want to taint Steve’s recovery,
because he knew that Steve would absolutely force

Bruce Nuttleman photo
himself to race, if he
knew that the alternative
was that Nick was going
to sit it out, if he couldn’t
be there.
As it turns out,
Steve Carlson is a
warrior off the track as
well. He’s been doing
much better since the
surgery to remove
cancer from his body,
and he’s ready to strap
on his old school, openface helmet and goggles
for the 50th Oktoberfest
Race Weekend, which is
why I chose to write this
story.

Bruce Nuttleman photo

The fact that two competitors can battle fiercely on the
track against one another and
still show a human side off the
track is pretty amazing to me. It
makes me appreciate them both
more.
I know how Toby felt after
his surgery five years ago, and I
can’t imagine him being strong
enough less than four short
weeks later, but yet—here is
Steve Carlson, sixty-two years
old and ready to battle, despite
having his guts rearranged and
operated on, not even a full
month prior to the Oktoberfest
race day.

Dan Plan photo

And then there’s Nick Panitzke—who can set
aside the competitive nature of a championship in an
effort to not force the hand of his greatest competitor,
and risk making a precarious situation worse with that
competitor’s health.
Go figure. And perhaps that is the lesson for all
in this story—the spirit of competition is lost if we lose
our humanity.
At the end of the day, all racers are humans.
They are susceptible to cancer. They are capable of
deciding to sit out a big race, if the alternative means
winning without being able to battle your biggest
competition for the title.
If you didn’t believe it before, you should believe
it now—Steve Carlson and Nick Panitzke have
respect for each other. And THAT is what our entire
race family SHOULD be all about.
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Going in Circles

Charlie Spry
The weather is getting colder, and Summer is
long gone. Fall is in the air and the season championships and point battles have been decided at most race
tracks on the local level.
At Madison International Speedway, the oval
track season concluded over the Labor Day weekend,
with Bobby Wilberg getting another track title in the
NASCAR late Model division. It came down to the
final night, with Wilberg edging out 2015 and 2018
track champ Zack Riddle. Wilberg knew exactly what
he needed to do on the final night, and secured the
title, to go along with late model titles from 2007, 2008,
2016, and 2017. He has also won many titles in other
divisions here and several at Rockford Speedway as
well.
Dave Edwards took home the title in the new
MisFitz division. This division replaced the former
sportsman division, although most of the previous
sportsman drivers competed in this, and competed
well. Edwards didn’t have the point lead all season, but
he got things figured out quickly and was a force late
in the season, He took the title over former sportsman
competitor Ray Hellenbrand.
Nick Schmidt left little doubt in the Bandit
division early on, but Jeremy Bredeson came on
extremely strong at the mid-point of the season to
make things quite interesting.
It was great to see late model driver Colton
Morgan come back out late in the season with a
newer chassis, replacing one that was destroyed in a
hard crash into the turn 1-2 wall late in the season.
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Colton told me that the car
was replaced with an ’04
chassis, which was newer
than the old car. They took
what they could save out of
the wrecked car and put it
to use on the newer one.
“We are just trying to get
some time on it now and
figure out what needs to be
tweaked or fixed, and what
the car likes,” Said Colton.
With all of the adversity, I
believe Colton will still be
named the late model
rookie-of-the-year.
Several divisions
raced for championships at
the Rockford Speedway.
Here, it was Michael
Bilderback taking the NASCAR late Model track title
in a sometimes-dominating fashion. Michael ran with a
throwback blue and silver paint scheme in honor of his
Grandfather, Roger Bilderback. He also won titles
here in 2016 and 2017. Jon Reynolds Jr. came on fast
at the end, which is his usual
hallmark, just not enough to grab the
title.
Johnny Robinson II gained the
Sportsman division track title this
year, winning the title by being very
consistent. In previous years he
would get involved in a wreck or
have mechanical failure to take him
from contention at the end, but not
this year. He had top finishes every
week and avoided problems of
pretty much any sort. He has a
great crew that keep him going, and
they got the job done this year after
being so close the past couple of
years. Chad Smith and Howie Ware
kept him on his toes to the end, trailing him in the
standings.
Aaron Rude drove his Ford Pinto to his first
track championship here in the American Short
Tracker division, taking the lead in the standings early
in the year and also staying consistent throughout the
year. Aaron said that he thought his worst feature

Dan Plan photo

Jess Riedner photo

finish for the year was fourth, and that is what you
have to do to win titles. Also the victim of DNF’s in
previous years, this year was different, as he avoided
difficulties for the most part. Aaron has raced here a
long time and has definitely paid his dues. Steven

Erickson Jr. and Kelly Evink were very fast and
followed right on his tail until the end.
Duane Lounsbury claimed the Roadrunner title,
also with a great degree of consistency. Justin Wagner
followed in the standings and this was one of the most
interesting divisions to follow, as there were several
different drivers who were “hot” at different times
during the season. Lounsbury was steady throughout.
Adam Cartwright was the champion in the Roadrunner Challenge events. .
Richard Schinderling Jr. raced his way to the
track title in the Bandit division, which was very hotly
contested throughout the year. There were a few top
drivers who were always a threat to win, but really,
every feature event had so many capable drivers that
it was tough to win. Richard was driving a car owned
by Bart Brockmann, a top driver in his own right.
Richard also races his own car in the sportsman
division and noted that he has raced in five different

Going In Circles continued on page 9
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divisions this year. He was busy! Kyle Rush
followed in the standings, but had some misfortune on championship night, and rookie Garrett
Braden got his first feature win on this night,
moving up to third in the final standings.
Shonna Meyers and Cassidy Frisch
battled neck and neck all season in the Winged
Women On Wheels division, and in fact, they
actually tied in points, with the tie-breaker
going to Shonna. This pair put on quite a
driving show with one another all year.
Nick Schneider pretty much dominated
the Bandit figure-eight racing this year. The
“Figure-Eight King” did well when the division
raced the full size cars and hasn’t missed a
beat with the switch to the Bandit cars. He
also is not afraid to go race pretty much
anywhere else, either, as if he can find a race
he will do it!
We took in some shows at the Marshfield
Motor Speedway late in the year, as I raced
my six cylinder racer there. It was a fun time
with some really good people to race with and
pit by.
Didn’t get to see much of the racing, but
for the Fall Spectacular event Colin Reffner
looked to be the man to beat, and he was. He
took the win in one of the features and ran
strong in the other. This team really likes this
track and it shows. The whole Reffner group
are top notch people.
Four cylinder racer Christine Schmude
announced her retirement from racing at the
track, and her fellow competitors got together
and had quite a send off for her, as she often
starts her races in the back, and this time the
track insisted that she start on the pole. Once
the race started, everyone refused to take the
lead from her, giving her a much deserved final
victory at the track Christine does still plan on
doing some racing, possibly on the dirt or in
another division. Well wishes whatever your
plans are, Christine!.
It was kind of interesting, as one night the
car counts were low in the six cylinders and
also in the super stocks, so they ran both
together. Sound like a recipe for disaster? Four
or five second lap time difference? Well, it
worked out well. Basically, the six cylinders
got out of Dodge and let the SS guys at it. The
two drivers who had super stocks there were
multi-time track champion Brian Weinfurter
and Carson Sillars. Both were great to race
with and patient with us. No bad mouthing or
anything, they both complimented us and didn’t
have a problem sharing a track with us. Not
sure this would happen everywhere. It was an
honor to be on the track with these drivers.
Time to sit back and enjoy watching
some of the specials now!
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Tundra Series Champion

Jeff Blaser photo
Following the Labor Day Tundra season ending special at Golden Sands Speedway, Casey
Johnson picked up this second straight (and third overall) Tundra season championship.

Wisconsin Challenge Series Champion

Jeff Blaser photo
John Beale was declared the Wisconsin Challenge Series Champion Friday night at the
Golden Sands Speedway in Plover, WI after the races were rained out ending the series season.
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Super Season for Sommers

Bruce Nuttleman photo
Gabe Sommers 2019 racing season started out with several strong finishes during Speedweeks at the World Series of Asphalt Stock Car Racing,
earning a second place points finish behind Bubba Pollard. Back home in Wisconsin, Sommers picked up wins on the ARCA Midwest Tour and
TUNDRA Late Models. As we go to press, Sommers also leads the Rookie of the Year standings for the Midwest Tour.

Ryan Nuttleman photo

Jeff Blaser photo
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2019 NASCAR National Champion

Jacob Goede picked up the 2019 NASCAR Whelen All
American Series national championship by picking up two
wins on the final night of points at Elko Speedway, bringing
his Elko feature win total to seven for the season.
Goede started off his season by travelling to LaCrosse
Speedway in April and earned a second-place finish. During
July and August, Goede also returned to LaCrosse to pick
up wins after rainouts at his home track of Elko.
As the season moved on, Goede would travel 10 hours round
trip to Madison International Speedway picking up another
win. When it was all said and done, Goede went from a tie
for second place with fellow Minnesotan Nick Panitzke to the
overall lead in the NASCAR points by virtue of his 10 wins,
30 top-5 finishes and 37 top-10 finishes.

Martin DeFries photos
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The Blue Knight & The Black Knight

Jeff Blaser photo
A sight many fans around the Midwest experienced back in the 1970’s, Tom Reffner and Johnny Boegeman racing side by side. This photo is
actually John Gilbertson in the Reffner car and Terry Firkus in the Boegeman car this season at Golden Sands Speedway in Plover, Wisc.
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The Changing of the Guard

Cedar Lake Speedway once again hosted their season-ending special event, The Legendary 100. Jim Bruggeman (left photo) has been
a regular competitor at Cedar Lake since the 1980's and participated once again this year in the show. Jesse Glenz (right) photo has
just a few years in a Late Model under his belt and picked up the Late Model main event win at the show.
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Wreckers to Checkers
Jeff Blaser photo

Jeff Blaser photo
David Borntreger was caught up in this incident in the non-winners event with September Showdown fast qualifier Brady Bill - left photo.
Later in the day, Mahlon Borntreger was able to make repairs and pick up one of the Late Model main event wins at the Dells - right photo.

Racing into the Sunset
David Moriarty leads Dean Cornelius down the back stretch into the sunsent at Arlington Raceway

Dan Plan photo
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'

WISSOTA MIDWEST MODIFIEDS DEBUT AT
ELKO SPEEDWAY

Dean Reller
As the racing season winds down for 2019, it
was definitely refreshing to see the start of something
new this late in the year. The WISSOTA Midwest
Modifieds made their debut at Elko Speedway during
Thunderstruck 93. Yes, there was plenty of excitement around the Big 8 Series Late Models, especially
with Elko Champion and NASCAR Whelen AllAmerican Series National Champion Jacob Goede
turning in another stellar run. The other part of the
buzz around the track was the debut of the Midwest
Modifieds and the thrill of seeing open wheeled cars
for the first time in several years at Elko.
The field of Midwest Modified racers wasn’t
record breaking by numbers, but the drivers in the field
represented several different backgrounds which is
very encouraging to see and looks to prove what a
good decision it was to add this class as a regular one
at Elko for 2020.
Bryan Syer-Keske who last raced at Elko in a
Late Model nearly three years ago was the star of the
night as he took home the heat and the feature wins.
After it was announced that WISSOTA Midwest
Modifieds would be added and would run at

Dan Plan photo
Thunderstruck, Syer-Keske found a car that had been
sitting unused and got it ready to race in relatively
quick order. “Two weeks ago we came out and did a
little shake down, a little exhibition race for everybody,” said Syer-Keske following the 20 lap feature.
“We did a lot more work to it and now we are sitting in
Victory Lane and I just can’t love it enough.”
Skeeter Estey current second in WISSOTA
Midwest Modified National points was a surprise entry
as the dirt track racer took on the race at Elko as a
new learning experience. Estey had raced the night
before at Viking Speedway in Alexandria and wasn’t
able to complete the feature event there. Estey said it

was fun to give it a try and had a very decent run
finishing second the feature event.
Mitch Weiss, the 2019 Deer Creek Speedway
Champion races predominately in southern Minnesota
made the trek to Elko and would take third in the
feature.
Eric Campbell runs a Thunder Car weekly at
Elko and for Thunderstruck, he did double duty.
Campbell’s ride was a regular front running car at I-94
Speedway in Sauk Centre. That track closed after the

Talkin' Racin' continued on page 16
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Talkin' Racin' continued from page 15
2008 season and the car that Campbell had
recently acquired hadn’t been on a race track
since. Campbell looked to make a run for the
lead early in the feature, but had to gather the
car back up and finished fourth in the caution
free event.
Jonathan Olmscheid also raced the
night before at Viking Speedway and it was a
decision at about mid-day Saturday to go and
run at Elko. Despite no practice, Olmscheid
took home a pair of sixth place finishes.
Olmscheid made a few notable adjustments
to make a dirt track car into an asphalt car
mostly by moving some shocks around.
Interesting fact, he ran the last Modified race
on pavement at I-94 and now the first one on
the pavement at Elko.
Other drivers in the race included Elko
regulars Cole Neisius, Johnny Magnum and
Keith Paulsrud. Former Raceway Park
Figure 8 driver Mike Dickey converted his
Midwest Modified that he has been racing
for the last couple of years to run on the
pavement. Ryan Johnson used to be a
regular at Elko, but is currently working for
an IMSA road racing team and came home
to run this event. Mechanical problems
dropped him out of the main event.
Adam Shinn wasn’t able to make it to
the track in time for practice. Unfortunately,
during the heat race he got loose out of turn
two and hit the backstretch wall blowing his
right front tire, subsequently ending his night
early. Despite the misfortune, Shinn enjoyed
the experience and expressed interest in
trying it again.
Normally I wouldn’t give a breakdown
of the entire field like this, but it’s really
interesting to see the diverse racing backgrounds and experiences that happened with
the Midwest Modifieds in their first event at
Elko. Many drivers have expressed interest
in this class and I see reason to believe that
the weekly numbers for this class will be
very similar to car counts at other WISSOTA
sanctioned tracks. That is great news for the
racing community. The unique thing is that
with the WISSOTA sanctioning, it will be a
little more common next year to see drivers
pop in and give it a try. This is a new option
for drivers that may have their regular dirt
track event rained out and now have an open
night on their schedule. WISSOTA points
are the same, so “Points chasers” may be a
new thing as this class takes shape at Elko.
All of this is very exciting stuff, but the only
problem is we have to wait for racing season
to start again. Is it May yet?
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
The latest racing endeavors for this writer were with
the Central Wisconsin Racing Association, as it was
Season Championship time in the Stars to Legends
Tour as presented by Smiley’s Old Time Diner at
Golden Sands Speedway, Plover, WI., Friday night August 23rd.
Sometimes Championship races can be real duds, but
as has been the case all year, the CWRA group put on
some great racing in both the 30 lap feature events. A
field of 27 was on hand to do battle and much to the

chagrin of track officials all
started each main event. Both
races were near incident free so
the CWRA crew could be seen
smiling afterwards as a fine season of racing was completed.
Steve Lichtfeld who has raced
periodically with CWRA had a
good night as he captured the
first 30 lap feature race.
Lichtfeld was the beneficiary of
the two leaders, Chad Devine
and Paul Paine tangling, but hey,
you take them however you can
get them. When all was said and
done, Lichtfeld held 1st to the
checkered flag and was followed
by Neil Knoblock, Greg Back,
Jeff Weinfurter, Chad Butz, and
Harley
Jankowski.
The
Weinfurter finish enabled him to
clinch the 2019 CWRA Championship, his 2nd in a row. The
Jankowski finish allowed him to
be crowned the 2019 CWRA
“Rookie of the Year”.
Even with those results, action
was intense for the second 30
lap feature on the night. Jeff
Weinfurter left no doubt why he
is again a champion, as he
claimed first place honors in the
Darren Jackson #28 picks up his first ever Super Late Model feature
win. Harley Jankowski a Feature winner at Marshfield Speedway.

continued on page 18

Dale's pictures from the past

Joe Shear #36 won the 1996 Oktoberfest Feature race (left photo) and Don “Thunder” Turner racing in
2005 (right photo). Turner has never missed racing at Oktoberfest and will be racing this year as well.
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Racing Facts, Observances and Opinions
from page 17
venues not on the 2019 schedule could appear and
negotiations are underway along those lines.
Even with the CWRA points season finished, a couple
non-points, “Open” races were held at Marshfield
Motor Speedway, Marshfield, WI. Action took place
8/31/19 at the track, with again some great action. In
the first 20 lap main event, it was Darek Gress, with
a last lap pass of Harley Jankowski taking the win.
Jankowski held on to 2nd and was followed by Darren
Jackson, Greg Matthews and Jeff Weinfurter.
The second 20 lap feature found Darren Jackson
moving through the field and grabbing the lead which
he would hold to the finish for his first ever Super
Late main event win. Always fun to see someone
accomplish that feat and Jackson was long over due
for it.
CWRA “Open” action at Marshfield on 9/6/19 produced competitive racing as we’ve come to expect
from the group. A number of drivers that haven’t
raced with CWRA much if at all, were on hand to do
battle with the bulk of the regulars. In the first 25 lap
feature, one of those drivers, Collin Reffner, after
setting quick time, and passing 13 cars, found himself
1st at the checkered flag. It was Reffner’s first
CWRA win and was hard earned as he passed Darek
Gress late for the win. Following the two at the stripe
were Neil Knoblock, Dalton Zehr, Darren Jackson
and Jeff Weinfurter. 25 lap main number two saw
Harley Jankowski jump out to a lead which he held
until the checkered flag. Darek Gress again placed
2nd and was followed by Justin Woller, Zehr,
Weinfurter and Reffner.
The season is winding down and the focus is now on
Octoberfest racing, October 3-6, 2019, at La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway, West Salem, WI. Of course,
with ‘Fest, which is celebrating 50 years of racing at
the Fairgrounds, comes Champions Reunion XI.
Championship racers representing the 1960s all the
way into the 2000s have already indicated they will
be on hand for the show which runs from 11am-2pm
on Sunday. A number of past ‘Fest winners are part
of that group that will be in attendance. Fans will
definitely not want to miss that, and a Sunday race
ticket gets you in the show. Any Champion drivers
still interested in attending should contact yours truly
at 715-344-9072 or at dale@starmakermultimedia.com
so we can get you signed in. A page on FACEBOOK
has been created as well for folks to get signed up. It
is at Champions Reunion XI. You will be wined and
dined at this show, and also be able to catch some
great racing action...Still working on tallying up how
many hours/years I’ve spent at racetracks through
the years and will try to get this completed before I
die.
Looking back in time, on June 4th, 2005, at La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway, West Salem, WI., it was Mark
Lamoreaux winning the 25 lap feature race. Following Lamoreaux were Mike Belling, Kevin Nuttleman,
Steve Holzhausen and Sam Anderson. 31 Late Mod-
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els participated on the night...Looking back on 7/17/
2004, at Lax. Speedway, it was Charlie Menard winning the 50 lap feature over Steve Holzhausen, Andy
Burgess, Kevin Nuttleman, and Brad Powell. 34 Late
Model machines competed on the night...On May 30th,
2005, it was Jeff Kendall capturing the 100 lap Wisconsin Challenge Series feature race at Golden Sands
Speedway, Plover, WI. Following Kendall were Rory

Melbinger, Allen Check, Dean Cornelius, Steve Carlson,
Mark Eswein, Frank Nitzke, Dexter Bean, Burton
Brown, Chris Weinkauf and Todd Stapleman. 47 Late
Models raced on the night...
Questions, comments, opinions and other information
welcome at Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th Ave N Ste
A, Onalaska, WI 54650 608-783-5827 or at
dale@starmakermultimedia.com
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Red Cedar Hall of Fame

651-346-1199
www.redlinegraphics.net
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trackratphotos.vfcfunding.com

Craig Thatcher was inducted into the Red Cedar Speedway Hall of Fame
during the 2019 running of the Punky Manor Challenge of Champions.
Thatcher is all-time win leader in Modifieds at Cedar Lake and Red Cedar, an
8-time winner of the Punky, 5-time Wissota Modified Champion and has won
just about every season ending special in the upper-Midwest.
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Big 8 Series Highlights
GOEDE THUNDERS TO ELKO
CHECKERS
It’s been a season to remember for Jacob Goede. A
sixth Elko Speedway track championship and ten feature
wins across the Midwest were enough to crown Goede the
2019 NASCAR Weekly Series National Champion.
So it’s quite fitting that Goede put a cherry on top of a
career season with a win in Saturday night’s 11th Annual
Thunderstruck 93 celebrating the life of Dan Ryan, the fifth
race of the 2019 Big 8 Late Model Series season.
Goede, who earlier in the evening set fast time and
broke the Big 8 Late Model Series track record, started the
race from the twelfth position following the pre-race
inversion. Starting on the front row for the 93 lap main event
were fellow Minnesotans Michael Ostdiek and Chad Walen.
Ostdiek stepped out to the early race lead, pacing the
field over the course of the first 25 laps. Walen caught him
on the 26th lap and the two drivers raced side-by-side for
the top spot until Walen was able to sneak out front on lap
30.When the mandatory yellow flag flew at lap 39, it was
Walen leading while Goede had already advanced to second

Martin DeFries photo

place. It didn’t take Goede long to take the top spot, firing
past Walen on the race’s forty-first lap.
Goede was never seriously challenged again for the
lead, but behind him the battling was intense. Walen and
multi-time Big 8 race winner Chris Marek waged a closequarters battle for the runner up spot over the course of the
race’s final 20 laps. When the checkered flag flew, it was
Walen coming home in second, with Marek settling for
third.
Aside from Goede’s twelfth-to-first charge, Nick
Murgic made a fantastic run through the field, advancing
from his 14th starting position to finish the race in fourth
place. Youngster Devyn Stocker earned his first Big 8 Series
top five in just his second start by rounding out the top
five. Minnesota drivers displayed dominance on their
hometrack by sweeping the top thirteen positions in the 26
car field.

NOTTESTAD FINALLY
VICTORIOUS IN ROCKFORD NSTC
BIG8 108
Always a perennial contender for the Big8 win
when he comes to Rockford Speedway, Dale
Nottestad finally broke through for his first ever
National Short Track Championship win Saturday
night at the Rockford Speedway. Nottestad fended off
all challengers to write his name in the history books
including a final lap charge from Rockford Speedway
veteran racer, Tom Gille and Austin Nason.
Jon Reynolds, Jr. raced to the lead around Tom
Behrens and held the top spot through three restarts
ahead of Nottestad and Michael Bilderback. Nottestad
used the restart on lap thirty-one to dive to the inside

of Reynolds and wage a battle for the lead. After
three laps of side by side racing, the duo got together
going into turn one and slid sideways with Nottestad
grabbing the lead and Reynolds falling to fourth.
Nottestad still had seventy laps remaining with
Bilderback, the 2019 Rockford Speedway champion,
and Austin Nason, ARCA Midwest Tour point leader
right behind. Bilderback was able to race into second
and challenge for command. After Bilderback got by
Nottestad, Nottestad shot Bilderback high in turns one
and two and regained the lead out of turn four. Like
Reynolds earlier, Bilderback gathered it back up in
fourth spot.
Nottestad clicked off the laps while Gille and
Nason waged a paint swapping battle for second. At
each caution, the two swapped spots resulting in Gille
taking a commanding second with a mere eight laps to
go. While Gille was finally able to chase down
Nottestad, he came up less than a car length short at
the checkers.

continued on page 21
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Big 8 Series from page 20
“We needed at least a five to six lap run for the car to really get going,”
admitted Gille. “If we had two more laps, we may have got it done.”
After prior wins in the Big8 Spring Classic at Rockford Speedway,
Nottestad captured his first ever National Short Track Championship. “Awesome. Man, this car was awesome,” exclaimed Nottestad in victory lane. “The
deal with Mikey (Bilderback) was tough. When he got inside me, I had to get
after him. If we wrecked, we wrecked. This was an awesome group of cars and
to win, was awesome. After finishing in the top three in five of the last six years,
we finally did it.”
Nason held on to finish third. “We had a really good car. We only have a
few races with it, but it was good tonight.” Brody Willet came home fourth with
Bilderback rebounding for fifth.

The Grocery Getter

C.J. Anderson of Rice Lake, Wisconsin raced this Station Wagon in
Wissota competition. It’s always refreshing to see a car that looks
different than the rest of the field. Steel-bodied division rules that
do not allow Station Wagons are just plain wrong.
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Methanol Available
Street Stock/Sportsmen Parts

Red Wing, MN
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1-800-634-9666
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Call: (833) TOBY-CAR
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WINNING IN ST
YLE!
STYLE!
Jesse Glenz parked it at the Punky Manor
Challenge of Champions and did it with style
passing AJ Diemel with a huge run off 4,
winning by a nose at the checkered flag. Jesse
was carrying so much momentum he couldn’t
get the car checked up before climbing the wall
in turn one and simply leaving the car there and
walking back to victory lane.

Photos by Matt Bohl
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